Abstract. In geometry, understanding the topologies and the differentiable structures of manifolds in constructive ways is fundamental and important. It is in general difficult, especially for higher dimensional manifolds.
Introduction and fundamental notation and terminologies.
In geometry, understanding the topologies and the differentiable structures of manifolds in geometric and constructive ways is fundamental and important. It is in general difficult, especially for higher dimensional manifolds, although they were considerably understood in the latter half of the last century via sophisticated algebraic topological theory and abstract differential topological theory such as homotopy theory, fundamental theory of Morse functions, surgery theory, and so on. See also [12] , [13] and [22] for example to know related tools more precisely. This paper concerns this understanding via fold maps, regarded as higher dimensional versions of Morse functions.
We first review fold maps. Before this, we explain several fundamental terminologies on differentiable manifolds and maps.
Throughout this paper, for a differentiable map, a singular point is a point at which the rank of the differential of the map drops. a singular value is a point in the target space realized as a value at a singular point, and a regular value is a point in the target space which is not a singular value: they are defined as this in most of introductory books on differentiable manifolds and maps.
Moreover, the singular set of the map is the set of all singular points, the singular value set is the image of the singular set, and the regular value set is the complement of the singular value set.
Throughout the present paper, manifolds are differentiable and smooth (of class C ∞ ), maps are differentiable and smooth (of class C ∞ ) unless otherwise stated. A diffeomorphism is always assumed to be smooth and the diffeomorphism group of a manifold means the group consisting of all diffeomorphisms on the manifold.
For a smooth manifold X, we denote the tangent bundle by T X and the tangent vector at p ∈ X by T p X ⊂ T X.
Fold maps.
Fold maps have been fundamental and useful in investigating the manifolds by observing the singular sets and the singular value sets and preimages as Thom and Whitney's pioneering studies ( [21] and [23] ) and recent studies of Kobayashi, Saeki, Sakuma, and so on, which we will introduce later, show. Definition 1. Let m > n ≥ 1 be integers. A smooth map between an m-dimensional smooth manifold with no boundary into an n-dimensional smooth manifold with no boundary is said to be a fold map if at each singular point p, the map is represented as For a fold map, the following properties hold.
• For any singular point p, the i(p) in Definition 1 is unique : i(p) is the index of p.
• The set consisting of all singular points of a fixed index of the map is a smooth and closed submanifold of the source manifold with no boundary of dimension n − 1.
• The restriction to the singular set of the original map is a smooth immersion.
(Normal) crossings of a family of smooth immersions.
We define a crossing and a normal crossing of a family of smooth immersions. Let a > 0 be an integer and {c j : X j → Y } a j=1 be a family of a smooth immersions from m j -dimensional smooth manifolds X j without boundaries into an n-dimensional smooth manifold Y with no boundary. A crossing of the family of the smooth immersions is a point y ∈ Y such that a j=1 c j −1 (y) has at least two points. A crossing is said to be normal if the following properties hold.
(1) The disjoint union . Let y(j) be the number satisfying p y,j ∈ X y(j) , which we can determine uniquely. We denote the dimension of the intersection by j=1 dc y(j) py,j (T py,j X y(j) ) of the images of the differentials at all points p y,j by y(c). In this situation,
We can also consider the case for a single immersion (the case a = 1) similarly. Definition 2. A stable fold map is a fold map whose restriction to the singular set is a smooth immersion such that the crossings of the restriction to the singular set of the original fold map are always normal. Remark 1. Stable fold maps are actually defined as a fold map which is stable. However, we can also define as Definition 2. For more precise and systematic explanations on stable (fold) maps, see [1] for example.
In the present paper, we consider crossings which are normal and preimages of which consist of at most two points.
1.3. Reeb spaces. Reeb spaces are also fundamental and important tools in investigating the topologies of the domains of smooth maps whose codimensions are negative.
Let X and Y be topological spaces. For p 1 , p 2 ∈ X and for a continuous map c : X → Y , we define a relation ∼ c on X in the following way: p 1 ∼ c p 2 if and only if p 1 and p 2 are in a same connected component of c −1 (p) for some p ∈ Y . Thus ∼ c is an equivalence relation on X. We denote the quotient space X/∼ c by W c Definition 3. We call W c the Reeb space of c.
We denote the induced quotient map from X into W c by q c . We can definē c : W c → Y in a unique way so that the relation c =c • q c holds.
Proposition 1 ( [20] ). For (stable) fold maps, the Reeb spaces are polyhedra and the dimensions are equal to the dimensions of the target manifolds.
For Reeb spaces, see also [14] for example.
1.4.
Explicit fold maps and their Reeb spaces. We present fundamental and important examples of fold maps here. We explain terminologies on bundles.
For a topological space X, an X-bundle is a bundle whose fiber is X. Hereafter, the structure groups of bundles such that their base spaces and fibers are manifolds are assumed to be (subgroups of) diffeomorphism groups except cases such as situations in a sketch of the proof of Proposition 3: the bundles are smooth in a word except several cases. For an integer k > 0, a linear bundle is a smooth bundle whose fiber is a k-dimensional unit disc (standard closed disc of a fixed diameter) or the (k − 1)-dimensional unit sphere in R k and whose structure group is a subgroup of the k-dimensional orthogonal group O(k) acting linearly and canonically. Example 1.
(1) A special generic map is defined as a fold map such that the index of each singular point is 0. Canonical projections of unit spheres are simplest stable special generic maps. According to studies [15] , [16] , [18] , [24] and so on, homotopy spheres which are not diffeomorphic to standard spheres do not admit special generic maps into sufficiently high dimensional Euclidean spaces whose dimensions are smaller than those of the homotopy spheres: on the other hand, homotopy spheres except 4-dimensional ones which are not diffeomorphic to S 4 admit special generic maps into the plane such that the restriction to the singular set is an embedding and the singular set is a circle. Moreover, 4-dimensional homotopy spheres which are not diffeomorphic to S 4 admit no special generic maps into the Euclidean spaces R, R 2 and R 3 and such homotopy spheres are still undiscovered.
The Reeb space of a (stable) special generic map f from a closed and connected manifold of dimension m into R n satisfying the relation m > n ≥ 1 is regarded as an n-dimensional compact and connected manifold we can immerse into R n . The image is regarded as the image of a suitable immersion of the n-dimensional manifold. The boundary of the Reeb space and the image of the singular set agree.
Conversely, for arbitrary integers m > n ≥ 1 and an n-dimensional compact manifold we can immerse into R n , we can construct a (stable) special generic map from a suitable closed and connected manifold of dimension m into R n whose Reeb space is diffeomorphic to the n-dimensional manifold. Moreover, we have the following bundles for a general special generic map f from a closed and connected manifold of dimension m into R n . (a) If we restrict the map q f to the preimage of the interior of the Reeb space, then it gives a smooth S m−n -bundle over the interior of the Reeb space. (b) If we restrict the map q f to the preimage of a small collar neighborhood of the boundary of the Reeb space and consider the composition of this with a canonical projection onto the boundary, then it gives a linear S m−n+1 -bundle over the boundary. Moreover, for an arbitrary n-dimensional compact manifold we can immerse into R n , we can construct a stable special generic map on a suitable closed and connected manifold of dimension m into R n so that the Reeb space is diffeomorphic to the n-dimensional manifold and that these bundles are trivial. See [15] and the articles [6] and [7] by the author, and so on. (2) ( [2] , [3] and [5] )an Let l > 0 be an integer. Let m > n ≥ 1 be integers.
We can construct a stable fold map on a manifold represented as an l − 1 connected sum of manifold diffeomorphic to S m−n × S n into R n (this is a standard sphere for l = 1) satisfying the following properties. n , the number of connected components of an preimage increases as we go straight to the origin 0 ∈ R n of the target Euclidean space starting from a point in the complement of the image. The Reeb space is simple homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of l − 1 copies of n-dimensional spheres for l > 1 and a point for l = 1. We can construct a map satisfying these properties for manifolds obtained by changing the products to total spaces of general smooth S m−n -bundles over S n . (3) In [6] , [7] , [8] and so on, construction of stable fold maps satisfying the assumption of Proposition 3 in the last and investigating the topologies (the homology groups and the cohomology rings) of the Reeb spaces (and as a result those of the manifolds) were performed. The maps are obtained by finite iterations of surgery operations (bubbling operations) starting from fundamental fold maps: this operation is introduced by the author in [6] respecting ideas of [9] , [10] and [11] for example. More explicitly, we start from stable special generic maps of suitable classes mainly, by changing maps and manifolds by bearing new connected components of singular (value) sets of stable fold maps one after another, we obtain desired maps. The previous example also shows simplest examples of these maps.
1.5. Construction of explicit fold maps by new surgery operations (bubbling operations) and the organization of this paper. In this paper, we present further studies on construction in Example 1 (3). We apply bubbling operations first defined in [8] , improved versions of original versions in [6] . The organization of the paper is as the following. In the next section, we introduce a bubbling operation first introduced based on [8] . We introduce bubbling operations, first introduced in [6] , referring to [8] . More precisely, in the present paper, we essentially consider only the operations satisfying several good properties: ATSS operations.
Hereafter, m > n ≥ 1 are integers, M is a smooth, closed and connected manifold of dimension m, N is a smooth manifold of dimension n with no boundary, and f : M → N is a smooth map.
For a smooth map c, we denote the singular set S(c). and {N (S j )} l j=1 of finitely many standard spheres and total spaces of linear bundles over these manifolds whose fibers are unit discs. We also denote by S j the image of the section obtained by choosing the origin for each fiber diffeomorphic to a unit disc for each N (S j ). Assume that the dimensions of N (S j ) are always n. Assume also that there exist immersions c j : N (S j ) → P satisfying the following properties. 
, then the total spaces of the resulting bundles agree as subsets in R n . (e) The set of all the crossings of the family of {c j | Sj :
is the disjoint union of the l ′ corners of the subsets just before each of which
is said to be a normal system of submanifolds compatible with f .
In the situation of Definition 4, let
be a family of total spaces of subbundles of {N (S j )} l j=1 over the manifolds whose fibers are standard closed discs. We assume that the diameters are all 0 < r < 1. For a suitable r, same properties as presented in Definition 4 hold. In other words, we can obtain a family
and this is also regarded as a normal system of submanifolds compatible with f : we can identify each fiber, which is a standard closed disc of diameter r with a unit disc via the diffeomorphism defined by the correspondence t → 1 r t.
is said to be a wider normal system supporting the normal system of submanifolds
compatible with f . Definition 6. For a stable fold map f : M → N and an integer l > 0, let P be a connected component of (
be a wider normal system supporting this. Assume that we can construct a stable fold map f ′ on an m-dimensional closed manifold M ′ into R n satisfying the following properties.
(1) Q is the preimage f
The indices of points in the preimage of new connected components in the resulting singular value set are all 1. (6) For each regular value p of the resulting map sufficiently close to the union l j=1 c j (S j ), the preimages are disjoint unions of standard spheres. This enables us to define a procedure of constructing f ′ from f . We call it a normal bubbling operation to f . The union l j=1 c j (S j ) is called the generating normal systems of the normal bubbling operation.
We show a local fold map around p j ′ in Definition 4. This is also presented in [8] with FIGURE 2. S 0 is the two point set with the discrete topology. First in the situation of Example 1 (2), we explain a restriction of a fold map for l = 1 to the preimage of the set of all points x ∈ R n satisfying ||x|| ≤ 3 2 . We construct a product bundle D n × S m−n over D n . We also set D n as the set of all points x ∈ R n satisfying ||x|| ≤ 1 2 . We also set a Morse functionf m−n,0 on a manifold obtained by removing the interior of a standard closed disc of dimension m − n + 1 embedded smoothly in the interior of
2 ] ⊂ (0, +∞) ⊂ R such that the following four hold.
(1) The preimage of the minimum coincides with the disjoint union of two connected components of the boundary. (2) The preimage of the maximum coincides with one connected component of the boundary. (3) There exists exactly one singular point, and the singular point is in the interior. (4) The value at the singular point is 1.
We glue the projection of the product bundle and the mapf m−n,0 × id S n−1 : [
n−1 where we identify the base space D n of the product bundle with a standard closed disc of dimension n whose diameter is 1 2 and whose center is the origin 0 ∈ R n . By gluing suitably, we have a desired smooth map onto the standard closed disc of dimension n whose center is the origin and whose diameter is
n . This is a desired map, obtained by restricting the original fold map for l = 1. See also [2] and [5] for the fold map for l = 1.
We denote the resulting map onto the standard closed disc of dimension n bỹ f m,n,0 .
We consider the composition off m−n+dim D 2j ′ −1 ,dim D 2j ′ −1 ,0 with a suitable diffeomorphism, we have a smooth map onto a sufficiently small standard closed disc D
′ satisfying similar properties. We can consider the product map of the previous smooth map and the identity map id D ′ 2j ′ . We compose the resulting map with a suitable diffeomorphism onto a submanifold containing p j ′ ∈ R n in its interior. We can restrict the map to a total space of a trivial D m−n -bundle over the target space, regarded as c a( with a suitable diffeomorphism. The resulting map is a desired local map and said to be a local canonical fold map around a crossing for an ATSS operation.
By the definition, the following corollary immediately follows.
3. New families of stable fold maps (and their Reeb spaces) obtained by considering bubbling operations increasing the numbers of connected components of singular sets by two.
In this section, we need fundamental theory of graded commutative algebras over commutative rings (PIDs) and cohomology rings. Definition 7. Let A be a module over a commutative ring R having a unique identity element 1 = 0 ∈ R. Let a ∈ A be a non-zero element such that the following two hold.
• a is not represented as a = ra ′ where (r, a ′ ) ∈ R × A and r is not a unit.
• For r ∈ R, ra = 0 if and only if r = 0. Let A be represented as an inner direct sum of the submodule generated by the one element set {a} and another submodule B. Then we can define a homomorphism a * : A → R between the modules over R such that a * (a) = 1 and that a * (B) = 0. We call a ′ the dual of a ∈ A.
For a graded commutative algebra A over a graded commutative ring R and a non-negative integer i ≥ 0, we call the module of all elements of degree i the i-th module of A. Hereafter, we assume that the 0-th module is R and equipped with a canonical action by R. Definition 8. Let A 1 and A 2 be graded commutative algebras over a commutative ring R having a unique identity element 1 = 0 ∈ R. Let A be a graded commutative algebra over R satisfying the following properties.
(1) The i-th module is the direct sum of the i-th modules of A 1 and A 2 .
(2) Let i 1 , i 2 > 0 be integers. For (a i1,1 , a i1,2 ), (a i2,1 , a i2,2 ) ∈ A 1 ⊕A 2 , which are elements of i 1 -th and i 2 -th modules, respectively, the product is (a i1,1 a i2,1 , a i1,2 a i2,2 ) ∈ A 1 ⊕ A 2 . (3) For r ∈ R, where we define this as an element of the 0-th module and take the product of this and an element (a i,1 , a i,2 ) ∈ A 1 ⊕ A 2 of the i-th module where i > 0. The product is (ra i,1 , ra i,2 ) ∈ A 1 ⊕ A 2 . A graded commutative algebra over a commutative ring R isomorphic to A is called a graded commutative algebra obtained canonically from the direct sum
We first obtain examples as Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. Let R be a PID having an identity element 1 ∈ R satisfying 1 = 0 ∈ R. Let l i ∈ R be an element represented as l i,0 ∈ Z times the identity element 1 for i = 1, 2. Let f : M → N be a stable fold map on an m-dimensional closed and connected manifold into an n-dimensional manifold with no boundary satisfying m − n > 1 and n be even. Let N be not closed. We also assume at least one of the following conditions.
Let U be an open set in N − f (S(f )) such that f | f −1 (U) : f −1 (U ) → U gives a trivial S m−n -bundle. In this situation, by an ATSS operation to f , we have a new fold map f ′ satisfying the following properties if n is even.
and
, n: we can set isomorphisms between modules over R for identifications. The cohomology group
. Furthermore this gives a monomorphism over
, which we abbreviated. (3) We can define a graded commutative algebra A R over R such that the i-th module is isomorphic to {0} for i = 0, n 2 , n and isomorphic to R ⊕ R and identified with {0} ⊕ R ⊕ R in H i (W f ; R) ⊕ R ⊕ R before for i = n 2 , n and that the following rules are satisfied. (a) Under the explained identifications, the product of (0,
Under the explained identifications, the product of (0, 1, 0) ∈ {0}⊕R⊕
(c) Under the explained identifications, the product of (0, 0, 1) ∈ {0}⊕R⊕
We also have a new fold map f ′ satisfying the following properties if n is an arbitrary positive integer and k is a positive integer 2k < n.
we can set isomorphisms between modules over R for the identifications. The cohomology group
, which we abbreviated. (3) We can define a graded commutative algebra A R over R such that the i-th module is isomorphic to {0} for i = 0, k, n − k, n, isomorphic to R and identified with {0} ⊕ R in H i (W f ; R) ⊕ R before for i = k, n − k and isomorphic to R ⊕ R and identified with {0} ⊕ R ⊕ R in H i (W f ; R) ⊕ R ⊕ R before for n and that the following rules are satisfied. (a) Under the explained identifications, the product of (0, 1)
Under the explained identifications, the square of (0, 1) ∈ {0} ⊕ R ⊂ H k (W f ; R) ⊕ R vanishes. (c) Under the explained identifications, the square of (0, 1)
Last the resulting cohomology ring H * (W f ; R) is regarded as a subalgebra of H * (W f ′ ; R) via the following rules.
(1) For two elements c 1 ∈ H i1 (W f ; R) and c 2 ∈ H i2 (W f ; R) where i 1 , i 2 > 0, we consider the natural identifications and regarded as (c j ,
we can identify this with c 1 c 2 ∈ H i1+i2 (W f ; R). (2) For elements r ∈ H 0 (W f ; R) and c ∈ H i (W f ; R) where i > 0, we consider the natural identifications and regarded as r ∈ H 0 (W f ; R) where the group is identified with H 0 (W f ′ ; R) and (c, 0
, respectively, and the product is (rc, 0)
we can identify this with rc ∈ H i (W f ; R).
We prove this using tools and ideas used for the proof of Proposition 3 of [8] .
Proof. In the proof, notation in Definition 4 and around this will be used. Let us find a suitable normal system of submanifolds compatible with f . As this, we will find {(S 1 , N (S 1 ), c 1 :
is a standard sphere of dimension 0 < k ≤ n 2 and that S 2 is standard sphere of dimension n − k.
We can take {(S 1 , N (S 1 ), c 1 : N (S 1 ) → P ), (S 2 , N (S 2 ), c 2 : N (S 2 ) → P )} so that the family of immersions has exactly |l 1,0 | + |l 2,0 | ≥ 0 pairs of crossings (2(|l 1,0 | + |l 2,0 |) crossings), that the normal bundle of the immersion is trivial and that c 1 (N (S 1 )) c 2 (N (S 2 )) ⊂ U . We can perform an ATSS operation whose generating system is c 1 (N (S 1 )) c 2 (N (S 2 )) to obtain a new fold map f ′ . We use local canonical fold maps around crossings in section 2 around crossings in c 1 (S 1 ) c 2 (S 2 ). Around the remaining singular values and regular values, we construct products of Morse functions with exactly one singular point, which is of index 1, and identity maps on (n − 1)-dimensional manifolds and trivial S m−nbundles over n-dimensional manifolds, respectively. We can glue all the local maps together. This construction is due to the assumption that f | f −1 (U) : f −1 (U ) → U gives a trivial S m−n -bundle. By the definition of a normal bubbling operation, W f ′ is regarded as a space obtained by attaching a polyhedron A we can obtain by identifying exactly (|l 1,0 | + |l 2,0 |)-pairs of disjointly embedded PL discs of dimension n of two smooth (PL) manifolds S 1 × S n−k and S 2 × S k to B :=f −1 (c 1 (N (S 1 ))) f −1 (c 2 (N (S 2 ))) ⊂ W f . We explain topologies of the Reeb spaces and the polyhedra without using sophisticated terminologies on Mayer-Vietoris sequences. Rigorous understandings via these terminologies are left to readers and see also Proposition 3 of [8] .
We can identify the modules for these cases.
We explain about the summands R. For i = k, n − k, the summands R are seen to be generated by the class represented by { * } × S n−k ⊂ S 1 × S n−k or { * } × S k ⊂ S 2 × S k in the original manifolds to obtain A where * is a suitable point in S 1 or S 2 . In the case i = n, the summands R are seen to be generated by the classes represented by the subpolyhedra of A obtained after the deformation to the original manifolds to obtain A, which are n-dimensional polyhedra obtained from the original n-dimensional closed, connected and orientable manifolds.
We discuss the cohomology rings. By the construction, the resulting cohomology ring is isomorphic to a graded commutative algebra obtained canonically from the direct sum of H * (W f ; R) and a new graded commutative algebra A R . We denote the j-th module of A R by A R,j . This is zero unless j = k, n − k, n. Both in the cases where k = n − k and k = n 2 , we consider the products in H n (W f ′ ; R) of the two classes in H k (W f ′ ;R ) and H n−k (W f ′ ;R ) generating the summands R. A R,i is isomorphic to and identified with R for i = k, n − k and k = n 2 . A R,i is isomorphic to and identified with R ⊕ R for an even n and i = n 2 . A R,n is isomorphic to and identified with R ⊕ R.
We note that
and that we can identify the modules for these cases. For k = n 2 , consider the product of 1 ∈ R, identified with A R,k , and 1 ∈ R, identified with A R,n−k and for k = n 2 , consider the product of (1, 0) ∈ R ⊕ R and (0, 1) ∈ R ⊕ R, where the modules are identified with A R,k
In the case where the numbers l 1,0 , l 2,0 are 0, then the product vanishes (see also the proofs of some propositions and theorems of [7] ). In the case where the number l 1,0 is 1 and the number l 2,0 is 0, then the product can be (1, 0) ∈ R ⊕ R, identified with A R,n . Let us explain this more precisely.
We can define cohomology classes regarded as the duals of the homology classes represented by { * } × S k ⊂ S 2 × S k and { * } × S n−k ⊂ S 1 × S n−k before: the value of the dual at the original homology class is the identity element 1 ∈ R, the value at the remaining class of the two classes is zero, and the values at classes in H i (W f ; R) ⊕ {0} are zero where natural identifications with H i (W f ′ ; R) before are considered (i = k.n − k). We evaluate the value of the product at the classes represented by the n-dimensional polyhedra in A: more precisely, the classes obtained after the manifolds are deformed and attached to W f . For the original manifolds S 1 × S n−k and S 2 × S k , the class represented by S 1 × { * ′ } ⊂ S 1 × S n−k can be mapped to the class represented by { * ′′ } × S k in the other original manifold deformed and attached to and regarded as a subspace in W f ′ . It also can be mapped to zero if we perform a normal bubbling operation in a suitable way. The class represented by S 2 × { * ′′′ } ⊂ S 2 × S k can be mapped to zero. We give an additional explanation. We consider one point in the pair (p 1 , p 2 ) of the crossing in c 1 (S 1 ): take p 2 . We can take D (1) , D (2) , D (3) and D (4) as in Definition 4.
The key ingredient is whether the two connected components off ′ −1 (c 1 (∂D (4) )) are branched points: we can consider another normal bubbling operation to f to exchange the types of the topologies around these two connected components without changing remaining parts including the structure around p 1 from the original f ′ .
The argument yields the fact that the pair of the values of the product before at the classes represented by the two n-dimensional polyhedra or the classes obtained after the original manifolds, which are diffeomorphic to products of two spheres, are deformed and attached to W f , can be (1, 0) ∈ R ⊕ R. The product is represented as (1, 0) 
The product can also vanish if we perform the operation in another suitable way.
For the pair (l 1,0 , l 2,0 ) = (0, 1), we can argue similarly. The roles of k and n − k exchange.
For a general pair (l 1,0 , l 2,0 ) of non-negative integers and arbitrary integers, we can argue similarly. Moreover, on the square of each of the k-th and (n − k)-th cohomology classes, we can see the vanishing easily observing the topologies of the Reeb spaces.
By the construction via the ATSS operation, we can easily see that last statement holds. H * (W f ; R) is regarded as a subalgebra of H * (W f ′ ; R). This completes the proof.
We introduce a connected sum of two stable fold maps. For integers m > n ≥ 1, let M i (i = 1, 2) be a closed and connected manifold of dimension m and f 1 : M 1 → N be a stable fold map such N − f 1 (M 1 ) is not empty and f 1.5 , : M 2 → R n be stable fold maps. Let e 1 ∈ R n be the point such that the first component is 1 and that the remaining components are all 0. Let D n 1,1 := {x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) ∈ R n | ||x − e 1 || ≤ 1}. We consider the canonical projection of a unit sphere S m ⊂ R m+1 to R n defined as the composition of the canonical inclusion with the projection π m+1,n ((x 1 , · · · , x n , · · · , x m+1 )) = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) and the restriction to the preimage of D n 1,1 : we denote the restriction by π m,n,SB . We consider a composition of f 1.5 with an embedding e : R n → S n and we denote the resulting map by f 2 . We can take a standard closed disc P i of dimension n such that there exists a pair (Φ i , φ i ) of diffeomorphisms satisfying the relation φ i • f i | fi −1 (Pi) = π m,n,SB • Φ i for i = 1, 2 (the target of the left map is P i and that of the right map is D n 1,1 ). We set N 1 := N and N 2 := S n . We can glue the maps f i | fi −1 (Ni−IntPi) :
2) on the boundaries to obtain a new map and by composing a diffeomorphism from the new target space to N 1 = N , we obtain a smooth map into N 1 = N so that the resulting source manifold is represented as a connected sum of the original source manifolds. The resulting fold map is a connected sum of f 1 and f 1.5 . For N := R n , a connected sum is essentially equivalent to one presented in [6] , [7] , and so on.
Proposition 2 yields the following main theorem.
Theorem 1. Let R be a PID having an identity element 1 ∈ R satisfying 1 = 0 ∈ R. Let f : M → N be a stable fold map on an m-dimensional closed and connected manifold into an n-dimensional manifold with no boundary satisfying m − n > 1. Let N be not closed.
Let k > 0 be an integer satisfying 2k ≤ n. Let l i ∈ R be an element represented as l i,0 ∈ Z times the identity element 1 for i = 1, 2. Let A R be a graded commutative algebra isomorphic to the cohomology ring of a bouquet of a finite number of CPS manifolds whose dimensions are smaller than n: the class of CPS manifolds are characterized as the minimal class of manifolds satisfying the following conditions (see also [7] , in which the author introduced the class of these manifolds first).
(1) A standard sphere whose dimension is positive is CPS. (2) A product of two CPS manifolds is CPS. (3) A manifold represented as a connected sum of two CPS manifolds is CPS. By a connected sum of f and a special generic map into R n such that the restriction to the singular set is an embedding, we can construct a stable fold map f 0 . By an ATSS operation to f 0 , we have a new fold map f ′ : M ′ → N satisfying the following properties.
(1) The cohomology ring H * (W f ′ ; R) is a graded commutative algebra obtained canonically from the direct sum of H * (W f ; R) and a graded algebra B R over R: we denote the i-th module of B R by B R,i . (2) A R is regarded as a subalgebra of B R . We denote the i-th module of A R by A R,i and as a module over R, B R,i is represented as a direct sum of A R,i and a suitable module C R,i over R: we identify B R,i and A R,i ⊕ C R,i via a suitable isomorphism between modules over R in the remaining properties.
Here the square of each of these two elements (0, 1) vanishes. (5) For k = n 2 , the product of (0, 1, 0) ∈ A R,k ⊕ C R,k = A R,k ⊕ R ⊕ R and any element (a, 0) ∈ A R,i ⊕ C R,i for any i vanishes. For k = n 2 , the product of (0, 1) ∈ A R,k ⊕ C R,k = A R,k ⊕ R and any element (a, 0) ∈ A R,i ⊕ C R,i for any i vanishes.
Furthermore, in addition, let A R,k be not zero and let a k be a non-zero element such that for any element r ∈ R which is not a unit, we cannot represent as a k = ra k ′ for a suitable element a k ′ ∈ R. Let l ∈ R be represented as l 0 ∈ Z times the identity element 1 ∈ R. We can construct the map satisfying either of the following property in addition to the five properties before.
(
Proof. By the definition, we can see that a CPS manifold can be embedded into the one dimensional higher Euclidean space. Consider a suitable bouquet of CPS manifolds whose dimensions are smaller than n and from a suitable embedding into R n , we have an n-dimensional compact manifold embedded into R n whose cohomology ring is isomorphic to A R . Example 1 (2) yields a special generic map into R n whose Reeb space is diffeomorphic to the n-dimensional manifold such that the restriction to the singular set is an embedding and that the two kinds of the bundles are trivial.
We consider a connected sum of f and this special generic map. The resulting map is f 0 . H * (W f0 ; R) is a graded commutative algebra obtained canonically from the direct sum of H * (W f ; R) and a graded algebra A R over R: The key ingredient is Proposition 2. This yields the first five properties. We explain the proof of the remaining property. a k is, by the definition and construction of a bouquet of CPS manifolds (a CPS manifold), regarded as a dual of a homology class represented by a standard k-dimensional sphere S k 0 embedded in the regular value set of f 0 and
gives a trivial S m−n -bundle. We can represent l 0 times the class a k by a standard k-dimensional sphere. In Proposition 2, we take {(S 1 , N (S 1 ), c 1 :
is the standard sphere. We can obtain the products by observing the topologies of the resulting Reeb spaces: for more precise discussions, see the proofs of several propositions and theorems in [7] . Example 2. In [7] , in situations similar to that of Theorem 1, for ATSS operations, the immersions of standard spheres are assumed to be embeddings and the images are assumed to be disjoint (the numbers of standard spheres are general). Let f be a canonical projection of a unit sphere of dimension m > 5 into R n and the CPS manifold is S 2 × S 2 . Consider a case where (S 1 , S 2 ) = (S 2 , S 3 ), (l 0 , l 1,0 , l 2,0 ) are general. The cohomology ring of the resulting Reeb space cannot be obtained if we consider cases such that the immersions of the standard spheres are embeddings and that the images are disjoint only, in general. In fact, consider a case satisfying these two. For the resulting Reeb space in this case, the 2nd cohomology group is isomorphic to R ⊕ R ⊕ R. The rank of the submodule consisting of all 2nd cohomology classes such that the products with 2nd cohomology classes are always zero is exactly 1. For such a class, for any 3rd cohomology class, the product must vanish.
Last we introduce a proposition stating that the Reeb space of a stable fold map satisfying several properties on indices of singular points and preimages know much about homology groups and cohomology rings of the manifold of the domain. Proposition 3 ( [19] , [3] , [4] , [8] and so on.). For a stable fold map f : M → N from an m-dimensional closed, connected and orientable manifold M into an ndimensional manifold N with no boundary such that the following properties. is an immersion, the preimages consist of exactly two points.
Then we have the following two properties for a commutative group A.
(1) Two induced homomorphisms q f * : H j (M ; A) → H j (W f ; A) and q f * : H j (W f ; A) → H j (M ; A) are isomorphisms for 0 ≤ j ≤ m − n − 1. (2) Suppose that A is a commutative ring. Let J be the set of all integers greater than or equal to 0 and smaller than or equal to m − n − 1 and if ⊕ j∈J H j (W f ; A) and ⊕ j∈J H j (M ; A) are algebras such that the sums and the products are canonically induced from the cohomology rings H * (W f ; A) and H * (M ; A) respectively and that the maximal degrees are m − n − 1 (the product is zero if it is of degree larger than m − n − 1), then q f induces an isomorphism between the algebras ⊕ j∈J H j (W f ; A) and ⊕ j∈J H j (M ; A) and the isomorphism is given by the restriction of q f * to ⊕ j∈J H j (W f ; A). (3) Suppose that A is a principal ideal domain and that m = 2n holds. Under these assumptions, the rank of H n (M ; A) is twice the rank of H n (W f ; A) and in addition if H n−1 (W f ; A) is free, then the H n−1 (M ; R), H n (M ; A) and H n (W f ; A) are also free modules over A.
Hereafter, the description is essentially same as that of the last part of [8] .
The piecewise smooth category is the category such that objects are smooth manifolds having canonically defined PL structures and that morphisms are piecewise smooth maps between these manifolds with these PL structures. This category is known to be equivalent to the PL category.
We give a sketch of the proof of this. We can give more rigorous proofs this referring to the discussions in the first three referred articles and [17] .
A sketch of the proof. For each point in the image and an n-dimensional small standard closed disc containing the point as its neighborhood, each connected component of the preimage is either of the following types as smooth manifolds which may have corners,
• A product of an (m−n)-dimensional standard sphere and an n-dimensional standard closed disc.
• A product of an manifold obtained by removing the interior of the disjoint union of three disjointly and smoothly embedded standard closed discs in S m−n+1 and an (n − 1)-dimensional standard closed disc.
• A product of an manifold obtained by removing the interior of the disjoint union of four disjointly and smoothly embedded standard closed discs in S m−n+1 , a closed interval I and an (n − 2)-dimensional standard closed disc.
There exist three types of the topologies of small regular neighborhoods of points in the Reeb space. Each type of the topologies corresponds to each case above. All points in the Reeb space of each of the three types form manifolds. The dimensions of the manifolds formed by the points are n, n − 1, and n − 2, respectively.
For each case, we can construct bundles whose fibers are as above in the piecewise linear category and we can construct bundles whose fibers are D are the original bundles: note that the dimensions of the suitable compact submanifolds are same as those of the boundaries and that in the last case first we restrict D m−n+2 ×I to ∂D m−n+2 ×I = S m−n+1 ×I. We can locally construct these bundles and glue them in the piecewise smooth category and PL category. As a result, we have a desired (m + 1)-dimensional compact PL manifold collapsing to W f . W f is an n-dimensional polyhedron. In the PL category, the resulting (m+1)-dimensional manifold is a PL manifold obtained by attaching handles whose indices are larger than or equal to m − n to M × {1} ⊂ M × [0, 1]. This essentially completes the proof.
